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The sun climbed u
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The sun climbed up the hill. The black belt on the horizon gradually disappeared, and the bald
mountains, paths, and grass houses gradually emerged from the middle. At this time, at the foot of
Kangshan, a thin man was walking, and his clothes were thin. However, in the chilly spring, the forehead
was sweating. This is the new party secretary of the village, Qi Hongzhu, who took the village, and took
the father of the village. Re-trust, in the scene of seeking a path to prosperity. Marlboro Menthol
Cigarettes. From then on, Kangshan people beamed their eyes and looked at the bills that rolled in.
Kangshan smiled... Some people who had just got rid of poverty were satisfied Newport Cigarettes
Online, and some people who had just had ample points were satisfied. However, Kangshan was not
satisfied, and Xu Hongzhu was not satisfied. In the rumble of the guns, he played the idea of ??"two
ditches". Retrieving three hundred acres of rations and planting fruit trees? Is it a few dollars to burn, or
have you for two days to eat for six days?" "Uncle, ??, folks, how many years can this mountain be
opened? Thirty years Fifty years? Later? What about our children and grandchildren?..."??Xu Hongzhu
thinks far! Three years later, when the fruits are full of branches and the bunches of grapes hang down,
people understand and understand Xu Hongzhu gained trust with his visionary vision. The village
invested 90,000 yuan to build a school that can accommodate seven grades and more than 400
students. He recruited a group of teachers of higher levels and took out tens of thousands of yuan.
Starting a library and a youth home??Xu Hongzhu??s grasp of a hundred-year plan Cigarettes
Wholesale, he did not want to ask the children to relive their bitter culture, and not let the young people
feel empty in the spirit. It soon showed: the school of the village office has It has become the best joint
town in the town, with good teaching equipment and high teaching quality. Qijiachang Village has also
become an advanced area from the education and advanced units. Young people learn culture and
science, and a large number of capable people have emerged. "Young people in our village", truthfully
recorded him The deeds of the Qijiachang Village Youth League have also been on the "China Youth
Daily". Soaring, cultural progress. Kangshan, Xu Hongzhu's style is also seen from the newspapers and
screens. This time is satisfied?" No! It??s not the time!????Kangshan people told us. ??In the age of
competition, if you don??t advance, you will retreat. We are based in the mountains, we must develop to
the benefits, continue to invigorate the economy, and Kangshan has a promising future!" - Xu Hongzhu
said to us. 'Continuous perseverance Newport Cigarette, continuous success, this year's total income
increased compared with 1986 Forty-seven percent, the per capita income has reached 1,200 yuan...
Kangshan, this nameless hillock has become tall and stalwart; Xu Hongzhu, the son of this peasant, has
become a provincial labor model and a farmer entrepreneur. It became the tide of the times. When the
mayor handed over the "civilized village" plaque to him, he said: "We are striving to turn Qijiachang
Village into a modern countryside as soon as possible Newport 100 Carton. "The Kangshan people who
have never been satisfied are coming. Although there are no bald mountains, small roads and grass
houses here, he still wears the morning glow, still sweating on his forehead, still struggling to pursue
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